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My roles : Research analysis | Design strategy | 
Rapid experiments and prototypes | User testing | 

UX/UI Design | Engaging user experience story



Every year,  Barceloma city is recieving 36 million visitors, while 
having only 1.6 million of residents. Although tourism generate 5.3% 
of the city’s GDP, the mass number of tourists is gentrifying the local 
culture, creating rising housing price and affecting the resident’s 
well-being

 
By using service design approaches, we were exploring how to em-
power individuals and cultural communities to reshape the city's 
tourism in ways that are more sustainable and beneficial for their 
neighbourhoods. 

BonaCity is a platform that enables connections for experiencing a 
richer city, from local cultural makers and residents to travellers. It 
is a platform for local culture makers - including local gastronomy 
producers, artists, shopkeepers and artisans - to promote their work 
and services, enable collaboration, access their customers and under-
stand their expectations. It is a tool for residents to create their own 
city's narrative which represents more of their local reality. It is also 
a guide for travellers exploring the city and its neighbourhoods, by 
providing easy access and tips to enjoy a meaningful, authentic expe-
rience by connecting directly with the people who make the local cul-
ture.

Mass tourism is an exptremely big scale challenge. After interviewing 
local government and residents, we found that one of the most effe-
ictive solution in people opinion is through implementing law and 
regulations. With the beleive in bottom-up solution, our questions 
were what could we do before implementing law and regulations? 
What is the minimum action an ordinary person could do to create 
the city they want to live or travel in?

The biggest learning from the project is how to turn this massive 
city scale issue into an actionable solution in a short time and 
limted resource. I found that analysing the research in the macro 
and micro level - from the problem landscape to the relationship be-
tween people, local government, and businesses, helped massively to 
see the pattern and holistic view of the problem.  I learned that in a 
wicked problem, there can be more than 1 leverage point. To dis-
cover the best solution , create some hypothesises and let the people 
judge what works best by creating rapid prototypes and experimen-
tation with them.  

The strong point of this project is we are trying to provide the tool 
where all stakeholder can participate in a short period of time and 
beneifts everyone. The weak point would be we didn’t get a lot of col-
laboration from the local designers and developers in Barcelona. 
I would love to develop more skill in pivoting the service proposition 
faster in order to have more time to test protoype with users.

Project overview Reflections
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Understanding mass tourism through Barcelona’s people voice

We started our secondary research in 
London to understand mass tourism 
in Barcelona by reading reports and 
articles. We, then, created stakehold-
er map and contacted all of the 
stakeholder to do the interview in 
Barcelona to understand  the follow-
ing questions ;

1.) How mass tourism affect their 

life?

2.) What are existing solutions and 

does it work? 

We did field research in 2 types of 
areas ;

1.) The city center : area with more 
densely tourist ( Ciutat Vella, Barcelo-
neta, La Rambla, and Gracia.) 

2.) The area with less densely tourist 
but has a tendency to be touristic ; 
Poblenou.

Barcelona city’s tourism department Jordi Rabassa, Ciutat Vella Council Poblenou’s Neighbourhood Association Oberservation in KM0’s workshop to bring 
La Rambla back to the local neighbourhood.

20 Interviews with local commerces
in Poblenou neighbourhood

Need data to manage 

the flow of tourists in 

the city.

The best solution is 

through regulations.

Participants are from 

a niche group of people.

Need quality tourists and 

better exposure to new 

customers

We need to design a 

city where local life 

can exist.
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Hidden local sharm in 

Street of local commerce  

in Poblenou 

Happy to share the public space 

with tourists if they don’t 

interfere their daily life.

12 Interviews with local commerces 
in Poblenou neighbourhood

Tend to contribute more if 

it’s an easy action where they 

can do in their sparetime.

Survey asking “ If there are 12 tables
in the restuarant, how many table
you want to shaire with tourist? ”  

Inefficient marketing tools
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10 Interviews withTourists in Barceloneta beach

It’s very hard to 

get access to local’s 

expereinces.

Understanding the tourist

I want to have an 

app like Tinder that 

matches me with 

locals who can give 

me local advice!

Travel independently 
without a guide tour

79%36%

Aged 25 - 34 
 seeks the experience 

beyond traditional tours.

47%

Visit Barcelona 
for the 1st time 

Who are they ?

What are tools they use ?

The same source of travelling information 
creates the repeating traveling route

Influx tourist area

Words of mouth Instagram Airbnb Google review TripAdvisor Guide book

Inspire Book Plan the trip
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How tourist’s journey affects the local’s life? 

After the field research in Barcelona, we gathered all the information 
to create the co-existence journey between tourists and residents to 
understand their experiences in sharing the same space in the city.  

The journey visualises both parties’ emotions, tools that have 
been used, and how gentrification and overuse of public space 
have been triggered. 
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How mass tourism invades Barcelona City?
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Tourist Resident

Barcelona City Council 

Local commerce

Tourism business

Insight#1: Invasion of mass tourism in the local neighbourhood is created by a different demand in products and services of the tourist.
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Value network 

Insight#2: There are some demands in stakeholders that are not fulfilled yet because the lack of the channel to connect them

Tourist
Resident

Demand for 
travelling

Demand for
an affordable

holiday

Demand for
a good experience

Demand for
consumption

To

uris
m Industry

Social media 
promoting

trendy destinations

Digital marketing
suggesting where to go/what do & eat

Cheap  flights 

Traveling agency
providing tours

Brandname shops/
Pubs/ Clubs/ 

Restaurants/Hotels

Demand for 
good public services &

infrastructure

Demand for 
products & services
to support daily life

Lo
ca

l co
m

m
erces

Supply for local
products & services

A mission to create a city
 that’s good to live and to travel

Barcelona City Council 

Demand for unique experiences

Demand a better quality of tourism
that respects local way of life

Demand for more revenue
from tourists   

M
oney flow

M
on

ey
 fl

ow
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The existing digital channels 

Residents

C
ultu

re makers

Travellers

Tourism Industry

Restaurant

Pub

Hotel

Hostel

Social/ Cultural/ 
Political Associations

Neighburhood 
associations

Local commerce
associations

Civic centers

BCN Tourism
Department

BCN City 
Council

Management

Cultural 
associations

Political
associations

co-working space
& social laboratory

Information Information

Money

M
o

n
e

y

In
fo

Information

Information

Information
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Pub

The problem statement

How might we leverage resident’s power to facilitate an ecosystem
where the local neighbourhood can create the tourism model

that benefits both tourists and local residents
considering the distribution of economic benefits

and the protection of residents wellbeing and local culture ?  
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We speculated the future scenari-
os and asked residents what they 
want to see in the city’s tourism. 
Most of the answer is voted for the 
scenario 3 - distributing the 
number of tourists to other 
neighborhoods. 

This goes well with the city’s coun-
cil perspective of seeing tourism 
as an inherent and inseparable 
part of the city. 

Our next question is how not to 
make it invade the local way of life 
again?

Define the future scenario 

Future scenario 1 (Extreme) :   The whole city become a tourist city

Tourist

Future scenario 2 :   Regulate to limit the touristic area in the city

Tourist

Residental 
area

Future scenario 3 : Distrubute the tourists in other neighbourhoods

Tourist Tourist

Tourist

Tourist

Tourist

Tourist Tourist Tourist

Future scenario 4 : Touirsts are not welcomed. So, nobody visits.

Residental area
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After synthesizing all insights and opportunities, we decide to 
approach mass tourism in Barcelona by filling in the demands of 
stakeholders that haven’t been fulfilled yet with a platform that 
connects tourists to the rich of Barcelona local's culture and distrib-
ute the economic benefits of tourism to the local economy. 

By starting in Poblenou neighborhood where mass tourism chal-
lenge has not yet been presented, we aimed to develop it as a model 
where other neighborhoods can adopt to protect the local well-being 
and culture from tourism in the future. 

The strategy

Tourist Resident

Local commerces

Fulfil the demand for unique experiences

“ How to create the tourism that works for the city, 
not the city that works for the tourism?”

A channel for local
commerce to recieve economic
beneifit from the city’s tourism

A platform where residents
can facilitate the  tourism model

in their own neighbourhood

1

32

P
o
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enou
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Ideate & Experiments

We ideated in London and created rapid prototypes in Barcelona to find out what tool could best 
connect tourists to local experiences and generate economic benefits for the local economy. 

1 Local guide platform

Insights :
There’s a limited channel to connect
tourists to the real local experiences.

Hypothesis :
If we have this channel, the tourist
will choose to travel and experience
real local culture.

Test :
Present the idea to Tonet Font,
Innovation Department, 
Barcelona En Commu.

Feedback :

How differ-

ent from 

airbnb expe-

riences? 

Why will 

r e s i d e n t s 

want to be 

a guide?

// Experience //

What if people 

start to fake 

the authentic 

experiences? 

3 Live chat with the Locals

Insights :

Hypothesis :

Test :

 - Ask tourists what they want to ask to
the residents.

- Ask residents to answer those questions

- Ask  residents what they want tourists
to know before visiting Barcelona.

// Information //

Feedback :

Questions from tourists [ Poblenou beach, Barcelona] Answers from residents [ La Rambla del Poblenou ]

Things that residents want tourists to know about their neighbourhood  [ La Rambla del Poblenou] 

Information provided on the guidebook 
and internet, such as TripAdvisor and 
Google reviews, is generated by the 
tourism businesses.

If the resident has a channel where 
they can generate their own neigh-
bourhood story, it will help set the new 
demand for local experience in tour-

2 Peca Nou, 
Local currency of Poblenou

Insights :

Hypothesis :

Test :

Service safari and interview Brixton pound
team and the pub that accepts Brixton 
Pound in Brixton market, London.  

Feedback :

Have a limitation 

in liquidity

// New currency //

Could help 

strenghten the 

local communi-

ty, but might 

not change the 

tourist demand 

Why will the

tourist exchange to 

the currency if they 

stay only 3 days and 

already use Euro?

1.) Economic benefits from tourism are leak-
ing from the local economy. 
2.) No incentive for both residents and tour-
ists to spend their money in local commerce.

Local currency will give people the incentive 
to spend local and make the resident be proud 
of their neighbourhood.
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Rapid prototypes and Validations

We collected feedbacks from experiments to create rapid prototypes to test with local commerces in Poblenou, tourists, residents, and the 
Barcelona tourism department. We iterated again in London after the validations in Barcelona.

Rapid prototypes after experiments in Barcelona. Validations with Tourism department of Barcelona city Council, 
tourists, local commerce,and residents.
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Bona City : Enabling connections for a better city

A platform that enables connections among travelers, 
residents, and culture makers to interact, collaborate and 

support each other by contributing their collective knowledge 
to shape a better city together. 

Enabling connections
for a better city

Residen
ts

C
ultu

re makers

Travellers

Help tourists get 
away from tourist 
traps. Find out the 

real city. 

Embower residents 
to shape the city 

tourism by 
contributing their 
local knowledge

Make local 
culture makers 
be more visible 
& attract more

customers

A guide 
curated by  

locals 

Tools to 
enhance

businesses 

Tools to 
shape a better 

tourism

Stronger 
community

Richer 
experiences
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Enabling tools
to shape your city

2 Minutes 
Intro video 

https://vimeo.com/289646987


How Bona city works? 

https://vimeo.com/manage/289647566/general


Key wireframes for tourists, residents & local makers

Connecting you 
to the local maker

Log in 

Register 

Hello, Mona! 

Profile

Neighbourhood : Poblenou

Saved

Messages (2)

Connect with locals

Hola, Aina! 

Profile

Neighbourhood : Poblenou

Saved

Messages (2)

Your community

Share & learn with travellers

Account for residents

Location : Poblenou

search

Now

Pub

CafeCraft

Art

Gastronomy

Music

Explore what’s going
on in the neighbourhood

Your communityDraft (2)

Paella is not a Catalan dish  

 

Like Dislike Add/Edit

This content need 47 more like to publish3

Latest story

Add pin to tell story

Read more

Tell the story of your neighbourhood

Shape the city
by local knowledge

Now 

My neighbourhood’s storyDraft (2)

Add pin to tell story

search

Put the pin on 
the spot to add story

Neighbourhood story

Paella is not a Catalan dish  
 Paella is from Eastern of Spain.The dish was 
originally farmers' and farm labourers'food, cooked 
by the workers over a wood fire for the lunchtime 
meal.  It was made with rice, plus whatever was to 
hand around the rice fields and countryside. 
However, this dish isn’t from Barcelona.

Like Dislike Add/Edit

This content need 47 more like to publish3

Traditionally eaten on Thursday.
And, influenced by the time of 
dictatorship.

Joan

Help review by comment
or like/dislike for the story

to be published

Add/ Edit

Submit

Street of local shops  

Submit

Dreta de l’ Eixample

Edit

Edit

Local shops are not only a supermarket 
where people go to buy products they want, 
but a space where local life mingle. This 
street has many local shops around. Some 
are more than 50 years old and have been 
their since the past generations.

Upload picture &
write neightbourhood story

Neighbourhood story

Paella is not a Catalan dish  
 Paella is from Eastern of Spain.The dish was 
originally farmers' and farm labourers'food, cooked 
by the workers over a wood fire for the lunchtime 
meal.  It was made with rice, plus whatever was to 
hand around the rice fields and countryside. 
However, this dish isn’t from Barcelona.

Like Dislike Add/Edit

This content need 47 more like to publish3

Traditionally eaten on Thursday.
And, influenced by the time of 
dictatorship.

Joan

Gracies!  

For contributing
your local knowledge 

for a richer local culture!
 

share 

Share to other freinds
to support/ 

help review the story

Location : Poblenou Now 

PubCafeCraft

Art Gastronomy Music

search

Monopole (75) 0.2 mi

GO

Explore where to go & 
what to do from the 

local database

Location : Poblenou Now 

PubCafeCraft

Art Gastronomy Music

search

Welcome to Monopole!  
Today’s special dish : 

 Jamon & cheese

view more

Know what’s really speicial
about each places

Location : Poblenou Now 

PubCafeCraft

Art Gastronomy Music

search

How was Monopole?

Leave us reviews to help
cultural maker enhance their work

Submit

Review to help enhance
local buisnesses

Unlock the local challenge
to gain 5 stars 

& meet cultural maker 

Start

Skip

Is Sangria a local drink? 

1 

Local makers register to join  the platform 
and get assisted with the community map -

introducing community spaces and resources.

Create  initiatives/ events or join  with other existing ones Set up initiaves and collaborate with other culture makers Business analysis from real customer data

“ Sangriais a tourist drink”
 

Both Sangria & Paella are
 from south of Spain, but not Barcelona

Next

Account for travellers

Prepare to immerse into local culutre by completeing local challenges

Chat with travellers

Share & learn with travellers

New requests 

Messages 

Mona

Aliz
Wow, I really love the area
you recommended. 
Gracies! 

Chat with residents

Aina

Hola, Aina! 
I’m Mona from London!

Hola, Mona! 
Welcome to Barcelona!

Gracies! I read you 
love to go to local market.

Can you recommend me
where to go, please?

Of course! Mercat de
Poblenou is very nice.

Register/ Log in

The overview The designThe process
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Service Blueprints & Data Flow 

Aware On-board On-going Leave 

Travellers

Residents

C
ultu

re makers

Line of Interaction

Enabling connections
for a better city

Line of Visiblity 

Found Bona City
 on search engine 

Download Bona City  
 and create account 

Do the local quiz to 
understand the local 
culture before visiting 

See what’s going on 
in local Barcelona 
based on interests 

Know what’s special 
about each places 

through local’s reviews 

Save the  journey 
and share to 
other friends 

Find out about BonaCity
from posters/flyers in 

local shop/associations 

Download Bona City App for travellers 

Download Bona City  
 and create account 

See what’s going on 
in the their local 
neighbourhood 

Chat with locals and 
ask for local 

recommendations 

Contribute the local 
knowledge on the 

story log 
 

Contribute skills/
resources on local

initiative 
 

Chat/ meet the travelers
to learn the multiculture
and practice language 

Attend the local’s maker
event or support their
products and services

Find out about BonaCity
from local commerce
/cultural associations

Register on the website
Receive introduction 

package from 
the BonaCity Team

BonaCity assist
the culture makers
with introduction

 package

Community asset 
database

Promote their
local products/ services

on the app

Receive montly
business report 

to enhance 
the business

Create their own
initiative and look
for collaborations

Join BonaCity’s
workshop to share

and connect to others

Local storylog
& map database

Customer and
business report analysis

Local initiative 
database 

BonaCity create
monthly workshop
for culture makers

based on their needs

BonaCity provides
the monthly business

report to the local
culture makers

Reviews the experience
at the culture maker’s

shop 

appWebsite Quiz Location based map Local Recommenda -
tions

Reviews Chat Your Journey

appLeafelet /poster Event calendar Chat Local storylog Your initiative platform

WebsiteWord of mouth Introduction package Business analysis Monthly workshop 

Culture maker’s space

Your business Your initiative platform
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System map 

From disconnected

To connected 

C
ultu

re makers

Travellers
Tourism Industry

Restaurant

Pub

Hotel

Hostel

Social/ Cultural/ 
Political Associations

Neighburhood 
associations

Local commerce
associations

Civic centers

BCN Tourism
Department

BCN City 
Council

Management

Cultural 
associations

Political
associations

co-working space
& social laboratory

Money

M
o

n
e

y

In
fo

Information

Information

Residents

C
ultu

re makers

Travellers

Tourism Industry

Restaurant

Pub

Hotel

Hostel

Social/ Cultural/ 
Political Associations

Neighburhood 
associations

Local commerce
associations

Civic centers

BCN Tourism
Department

BCN City 
Council

Management

Cultural 
associations

Political
associations

co-working space
& social laboratory

Information Information

Money

M
o

n
e

y

In
fo

Information

Information

Information

Information

Residents

Enabling connections
for a better city

Money

Information

Info

Info

Info

+ Better data to manage
a better city

+ Better collaborations in
the community

+ Generate more revenue
to the local economy

+ Unique and authentic
experiences

+ Have a tool to preserve
their local culture

+ Have a better tourism
in their neighbourhood

+ Better co-existence in
the city
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”I like the idea and I think this 
type of initiative requires to be 
aligned with the tourism de-
partment' efforts to improve 
tourism quality for the city”

- Aina Pedret -
 Barcelona tourism 

department, (May 2018)

”I think it is a great opportunity 
to attract customers, not only 
travellers but also residents”

- Miguel López 
L’Atelier, Barcelona

(May 2018)
 

“We lost our hiking bags when 
we are travelling. I wish I knew 

a local to suggest me to buy 
hiking equipments. I would use 

this app to ask the locals.” 
- Kate & Katherine - 

Canadian travellers in Poblenou-BCN
(May 2018)

 

“ I like when people
 like my city” 

- Berta Caragol - 
Barcelona resident

(May 2018)
 

The feedback
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